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ABSTRACT 

 
 The large growth of digital images on the web, will required the best image retrieving methods that can be improve 

the retrieval accuracy of images. Therefore research focus has been shifted from designing of generated algorithms 

that reduce the gap between visual features and richness of human semantics. Therefore many image re-ranking 

techniques has been developed to enhance the text based image results by taking the advantage of visual information 

contained in the images. But the previous techniques are based on low level visual features. Hence in this paper the 

semantic attributes and low level features are exploited simultaneously by using hypergraph re-ranking method. 

Based on classifiers for all the predefined attributes, each image is represented by an attribute feature containing of 

the results from these classifiers. A hyper graph model is the association between the images and its relevance score 

to order the images. Its simple based on that visually similar images should have related ranking scores. Proposed a 

Profile based classification technique on the top of attribute assisted re-ranking approach, to provide more accurate 

results specific to the user profession. This modeling link among more close samples and will be able to domain the 

robust semantic similarity, hence expedite the great ranking performance in profile based classification. The 

experimental results show the success of this method on attribute assisted as well as profile based image re-ranking. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Digital images are currently widely used in fashion, architecture, face recognition, finger print recognition 

and biometrics etc. Hence, efficient image searching and retrieval are important. Efficient image searching, 

browsing and retrieval tools are required by users from various domains, including remote sensing, fashion, crime 

prevention, publishing, medicine, architecture, etc. For this purpose, many general purpose image retrieval systems 

have been developed. The earlier image retrieval systems were text based. Images were represented by using 

keywords. Manually entering keywords for images on a large web based database can be inefficient, expensive and 

may not capture every keyword that describes the image. Many image search engines such as Google and Bing have 

relied on matching textual information of the images against the user query. But text based image retrieval shows the 

incapable to map associated text to appropriate image contents. To solve this issue visual re-ranking technique has 

been proposed to enhance the text based image results by taking the advantage of visual information contained in the 

images. The existing visual reranking methods can be typically categorized into three categories as the clustering 

based, classification based and graph based methods. Classification based methods used the visual characteristics to 

refine the images, Where in clustering based methods intelligent clustering algorithms to tried to search the image 

by grouping the visual closeness. However graph based methods have been proposed recently and received 
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increasing attentions. But it is purely based on low level visual features while generally do not consider any 

semantics relationship among initial ranked lists. 

 

2. Literature Survey 

 The similar attributes plays an important role in image processing , where effectiveness was demonstrated 

in broad applications, considering face verification, object identification, fine-grained visual categorization, 

classification with humans in the loop and image search. Similar attributes like color,shape or part of objects, such 

as rectangle, blue, metal, ball and  hand. As a kind of intermediate descriptor, an attribute has same meaning as 

opposed to low level visual features, but it is like easy to model compared to a whole object, e.g., bicycle.Thus, 

attributes are expected to narrow down the semantic gap in between low level visual features and high level 

semantic meanings. It describe image regions which is common withi an object category but rare outside of it. 

Hence, attribute-based visual descriptor has achieved good performance in assisting the task if image classification 

apart from this an attribute can be any visual property then humans can be precisely understand, even if does not 

correspond to a traditionally defined object part[1].  

 

Junjie Cai, Zheng-Jun Zha[1],stated in An Attribute-assisted Reranking Model for Web Image Search that 

the Image searching is  effective for  refineing  the text-related image searching. Most of the reranking method are 

based on low  visual features. In this paper, they propose to prowess  semantic attributes for image search reranking. 

Predefined attributes, each image in search engine is represented by an attribute feature consisting of the responses 

from these classifiers. A hypergraph is  used to model the relationship between images by merging  low-level  

attribute features  and visual features. Hypergraph ranking is  performed to ordering the images.The basic principle 

of hpergraph is that thereranking score of visually similar images should be 

similar. 

 R. Yan, A. Hauptmann, and R. Jin[2], stated in Multimedia search with pseudo relevance feedback, it 

Presents the classification based methods.In this Visual re-ranking as formulated as binary classification problem 

aiming to identify whether each search result is relevant or not and classifier or a ranking model is learned with the 

pseudo relevance feedback (PRF) 

 

L. Yang and A. Hanjalic[3]  present in Supervised reranking for web image search that Refine text-based 

search results by exploiting the visual information contained in the images, i.e. low level features.                       

F. Schroff, A. Criminisi and A. Zisserman[4]  present in Harvesting image databases from the web that 
Multi-modal approach employing both text and  meta data and visual the features is used to gather many, high-

quality images from the web. 

X. Tian, L. Yang, J. Wang, Y. Yang, X. Wu, and X.-S. Hua[5] stated in Bayesian visual reranking to 

Formulate the reranking process there is energy minimization problem.It Optimize the consistency of ranking scores 

over visually similar samples and minimize the inconsistency between the optimal list and the initial list.  

4. CONCLUSIONS  

Image search re-ranking use various approaches to boost or increase the performance of text based 

searches. Proposed approach serves as an first attempt to narrow down the semantic gap by using attribute assisted 

hypergraph re-ranking model with profile based classification. This framework provides the fast & accurate image 

retrieval. 
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